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Nonequilibrium phase transitions exist in damped-driven open quantum systems when the continuous
tuning of an external parameter leads to a transition between two robust steady states. In second-order
transitions this change is abrupt at a critical point, whereas in first-order transitions the two phases can
coexist in a critical hysteresis domain. Here, we report the observation of a first-order dissipative quantum
phase transition in a driven circuit quantum electrodynamics system. It takes place when the photon
blockade of the driven cavity-atom system is broken by increasing the drive power. The observed
experimental signature is a bimodal phase space distribution with varying weights controlled by the drive
strength. Our measurements show an improved stabilization of the classical attractors up to the millisecond
range when the size of the quantum system is increased from one to three artificial atoms. The formation of
such robust pointer states could be used for new quantum measurement schemes or to investigate
multiphoton phases of finite-size, nonlinear, open quantum systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.7.011012 Subject Areas: Condensed Matter Physics,
Quantum Physics, Superconductivity
The prototype of a nonlinear quantum system is the one
described by the Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model of a two-
level system coupled to a harmonic oscillator [1]. This
model corresponds to very high accuracy to cavity quantum
electrodynamics (QED) systems [2], where atomic dipole
transitions are coupled to quasiresonant radiation modes of
a resonator, or to circuit QED systems [3], where artificial
atoms made of superconducting Josephson junctions are
coupled to on-chip microwave resonators. The confinement
of the photon into a small resonator volume results in a very
strong coupling to the atom. Although the radiation mode
spectrum is the well-known harmonic ladder, the coupling
changes this to the significantly anharmonic JC spectrum,
which allows for designing nonlinear processes within the
low-intensity quantum domain and by means of only a
single atom as a nonlinear medium in the resonator.
For monochromatic external driving with moderate
power, the well-resolved resonances within the anharmonic
JC spectrum [4–7] realize effectively a set of independent
two-level systems, each of which can be selectively
addressed. When tuning the cavity driving to resonance
with the lowest-lying excited state, at most a single photon
can be in the resonator. This effect was named photon
blockade [8] in analogy with Coulomb blockade for
electrons in a quantum well, and was experimentally
demonstrated by observing photon antibunching in the
transmitted radiation [9–11]. Photon blockade is, in fact,
more than the single-photon effect. The next manifold
containing two energy quanta can be used as a two-photon
gateway [12], and the concept can be further generalized to
higher-order multiphoton transitions.
The discrete quantum system with its anharmonic
spectrum cannot be excited at any frequency away from
the well-resolved resonances. It is then fully reflective and
stays in a dim state close to the ground state. When
increasing the power of the drive, the effective two-level
system undergoes power broadening by saturation and the
disjoint set of off-resonant frequency ranges shrinks until
the broadened resonances merge into a single broad
structure [13]. However, even for very large drive powers,
a photon-blockade frequency domain persists near the
mode (here, we assume, for simplicity, resonance between
the cavity mode and the atomic transition). In this fre-
quency range, interestingly, the further enhancement of the
drive power breaks the photon blockade in a first-order
phase transition [14].
In first-order phase transitions, the two stable phases can
coexist in a critical range of parameter values. Quite
typically, it is the direction from which the control parameter
is tuned into the critical domain that determines which phase
the system is prepared in. At a quantum mechanical level,
this well-known hysteresis effect gives rise to continuously
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varying weights in a bimodal phase space distribution of the
quantum system, as one of the classical attractors takes over
by tuning the control parameter. This kind of transition takes
place between the reflective vacuum state and a highly
excited semiclassical state in the breakdown of the photon-
blockade regime [13,14].
The coexistence of the two robust states with different
macroscopic attributes is qualitatively different from a
second-order phase transition, which can also exist in non-
equilibrium settings, i.e., in a damped-driven open quantum
system. In second-order transitions the two phases are sharply
separated by a critical point where the quantum fluctuations
must diverge so that the two phases with different symmetries
can be matched. The self-organization of a Bose-Einstein
condensate in an optical cavity [15] belongs to this class and
has been experimentally observed [16].
A first-order dissipative quantum phase transition has
been predicted in a wide variety of systems such as the vortex
formation of a stirred Bose-Einstein condensate [17] or the
deflection-induced coupling between an electron spin and a
mechanical resonator [18]. Very recently, spatial symmetry
breaking and hysteresis have been observed in the equilib-
rium state of an ultracold gas trapped in a double-well
potential [19]. Dynamic optical hysteresis of a semiconduc-
tor microcavity for various sweep rates of the driving power
has been demonstrated [20]. Such a dissipative phase
transition is accompanied by long switching times, which
also just now have been observed in a one-dimensional
circuit QED lattice [21]. The associated bimodal phase space
distribution, which we explore in zero dimensions, has not
yet been observed, to the best of our knowledge.
In the case of the driven JC model, highly nonlinear
dynamics and multistability can occur in various parameter
regimes that lead to distinct phenomenologies. In micro-
scopic quantum systems, such as a single-atom cavity QED
system, one can refer to phases because one of the
subsystems is a harmonic oscillator with infinitely many
states [22,23]. Therefore, the highly excited part of the JC
spectrum is quasiharmonic and can host coherent states or
weakly phase-stretched coherent states due to the residual
anharmonicity. These states can be robust stationary states,
i.e., semiclassical attractors of the damped-driven system,
where the environment brings in infinitely many degrees of
freedom. The specific feature of the photon-blockade
breakdown phase transition is that the semiclassical phases
are separated by an inherently quantum effect. The photon
blockade relies on the discrete, anharmonic spectrum in an
extended range of the excitations, which has no classical
counterpart. This is in contrast to the well-known optical
bistability, which has a well-defined semiclassical limit
[24]. The absorptive bistability in cavity QED realizations
of the JC model with few atoms in the strong-coupling
regime [25,26] still preserves the semiclassical mean-field
features that can be interpreted in terms of a classical
saturable absorber. Moreover, in an atomic cavity QED
system the coupling strength does not allow for resolved
semiclassical attractors in the single-atom limit [27,28].
In the context of circuit QED, the dispersive limit of the
JC bistability has been proposed for high-fidelity qubit
readout [29], and it was shown to improve single-qubit
measurements [30–32], similar to latching readouts with
nonlinear cavities based on additional Josephson circuit
elements [33,34]. Even if the qubit coupling to the mode is
much larger than in atomic cavity QED systems, the large
detuning softens the nonlinearity. Hence, quantization of
the resonance frequency shift has not been resolved at the
high photon numbers required for this readout (∼105) and
the bistability behavior can be interpreted within a semi-
classical Duffing-type oscillator model with a single
intensity-dependent refractive index. As a consequence,
the observed transition from low to high input power is
continuous, a single-valued function fully compatible with
a semiclassical description of the effect. Note also that the
switching of the transmitted intensity signal in the single-
atom measurement scheme [31,32] at constant input power
is due to qubit state changes (quantum jumps). In contrast,
in the photon-blockade phase transition the semiclassical
attractors are left by a slow quantum diffusion process and
the system is then driven into the other attractor’s basin by
the nonlinear JC dynamics.
The photon-blockade phase transition in the JC model has
an intricate relation to the so-called spontaneous dressed
state polarization [35]. The latter takes place in the reso-
nantly driven resonant JC system with a nondecaying two-
level atom via a second-order transition above a threshold
drive strength. Its remnants in the form of phase flipping
have been observed in the homodyne measurement of light
transmitted through a Fabry-Perot cavity, interacting with
laser cooled 133Cs atoms [36]. It was argued in Ref. [14] that
a first-order transition via bistability is expected away from
resonant driving. However, in the case of a nondecaying
atom, γ ¼ 0, the semiclassical limit of the qubit variable is
confined to the surface of the Bloch sphere. By contrast, for
γ ≠ 0, the highly excited phase of the optical bistability as
well as that of the photon-blockade breakdown phase
transition involves a completely saturated two-level system;
i.e., the semiclassical spin variable contracts into the origin
of the Bloch sphere.
A nonstationary, dynamical phase transition has been
observed in a coupled JC dimer [37], but the detailed study
of the stationary steady-state transition is hindered both
experimentally and numerically by the very large critical
photon numbers in a resonantly driven JC model. This
obstacle can be avoided with a relatively simple trick. We
show that coupling a third atomic level into the dynamics
drastically changes the excitation route to the highly
excited attractor and the transition regime between the
two phases can be explored in detail.
A suitable experimental setting to realize the three-level
system and the necessary strong-coupling strength is
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superconducting circuit QED, which offers large dipole
coupling strengths and long coherence times of multiple
superconducting artificial atoms embedded in a high-quality
on-chip microwave cavity [38]. Our experimental device and
setup is similar to the one in Ref. [39] and consists of three
frequency tunable superconducting artificial atoms posi-
tioned at the antinodes of the first harmonic voltage standing
wave resonance of a coplanar superconducting resonator at
frequency ωc=ð2πÞ¼ 7.024GHz; see Fig. 1(a).
We use capacitively shunted superconducting charge
qubits, or transmon qubits [40], which have a flat charge
dispersion but also a limited absolute anharmonicity of
ωfe − ωeg ≃ −EC=ℏ. Here, jgi, jei, and jfi are the first
three levels of the artificial atom, see Fig. 1(b), which all take
part in the dynamics of the presented experiments. EC=h ¼
ð459; 359; 358Þ MHz are the charging energies and
g1=ð2πÞ ¼ ð−52.7; 55.4; 55.8Þ MHz the single-photon jgi
to jei transition to resonator coupling strengths of the atoms
1, 2, and 3. Similar to a harmonic oscillator, the coupling
strength of the second excited level can be approximated
[40] as g2 ≃
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
g1. Using externally applied and locally
concentrated magnetic fields, we can control the flux Φ
through the individual transmon SQUID loops and change
their Josephson energy EJðΦÞ. This allows us to independ-
ently control the transmons’ transition energies ℏωeg ≃
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8ECEJðΦÞ
p
− EC and, in particular, to tune them in and
out of resonance with the microwave resonator with a full
width at half maximum linewidth of κ=ð2πÞ ¼ 0.47 MHz.
For most of this paper, we study the situation where two of
the three artificial atoms are far detuned (ωeg ≪ ωr) and not
interacting with the microwave resonator.
The Hamiltonian of the system in a frame rotating at the
angular frequency ω of an external drive reads
H=ℏ ¼ Δ1jgihgj − Δ2jfihfj − Δca†aþ ηðaþ a†Þ
þ g1ða†jgihej þ jeihgjaÞ
þ g2ða†jeihfj þ jfihejaÞ; ð1Þ
where the detunings are defined as Δ1 ¼ ω − ωeg,
Δ2 ¼ ω − ωfe, and Δc ¼ ω − ωc, and η is the effective
amplitude of the drive field. For the drive frequency, we
consider the special case Δ1 ¼ 0, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1(b). We assume resonance also between the
resonator mode and the jgi↔ jei transition; i.e.,
Δc ¼ 0. The remaining detuning is denoted by Δ2 ≡ Δ,
which is then simply the charging energy EC=ℏ. The
dissipative processes are accounted for by the following
Lindblad terms in the master equation of the density matrix:
_ρ ¼ − i
ℏ
½H; ρ þ κ
2
ð2aρa† − a†aρ − ρa†aÞ
þ γ∥ð2jgihejρjeihgj − jeihejρ − ρjeihejÞ
þ 2γ∥ð2jeihfjρjfihej − jfihfjρ − ρjfihfjÞ
þ 8γ⊥

X
i¼g;e;f
jiihijρjiihij

− ρ

: ð2Þ
The rate κ characterizes the cavity-photon loss due mainly
to the photon outcoupling to propagating modes. There can
be population and polarization damping in the three-level
system, which have the rates γ∥ and γ⊥, respectively. In
the theoretical description, we assume zero-temperature
reservoirs.
Obviously, without the third excited state jfi (formally,
we can set g2 ¼ 0), the model describes the damped-driven
JC model. The vacuum Rabi splitting 2g1 exceeds by ∼2
orders of magnitude the linewidth of the dressed state
resonances, g1 ≫ κ, γ⊥, γ∥. Even the multiphoton transi-
tions to higher-lying dressed states are far out of resonance
when the system is driven at the bare resonator frequency,
Δ1 ¼ Δc ¼ 0. This setting favors the photon-blockade dim
state up to large drive strengths.
Assume now that there is a very weak coupling of the
state jei to jfi; that is, 0 ≠ g2 ≪ g1. Because of this latter
relation, the JC spectrum associated with the two-level
system jgi and jei is only slightly perturbed and the
corresponding dressed states j; ni can be easily identified
in the full spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The ground state
is the jg; 0i state and the first excited state manifold is j; 1i
exhibiting the vacuum Rabi splitting 2g1. Starting from the
second excited manifold, there is a third level in each
manifold that weakly couples to the JC dressed states. In
these levels, because of the small coupling g2 ≪ g1, the
dominant component is the atomic excitation jfi.
Therefore, the level spacing between these third levels
jf; ni and the adjacent ones jf; n 1i is uniform and
resonant with the photon frequency ω. This equidistant
ladder in the spectrum has dramatic consequences and can
eliminate the photon-blockade effect.
When the cavity is resonantly driven, the off-resonant
states j; 2i are weakly populated by two-photon transi-
tions. A small fraction of this anyway small population
FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the driven coplanar waveguide resonator
(blue) coupled to up to three transmon artificial atoms (green). An
external drive (red) is applied via the input capacitor, and the
coherent transmission is detected via the output capacitor.
(b) Level scheme of one artificial atom indicating the parameters
of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1).
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leaks into this harmonic part of the spectrum, which is then
resonantly driven within the manifold jf; ni. This compo-
nent of the wave function is thus coherently displaced in the
photon mode on the time scale of κ−1. The displacement is
not interrupted by atomic decay since the polarization
damping keeps the atomic state jfi intact, and the pop-
ulation decay from jfi to jei is negligible on the excitation
time scale, γ−1∥ ≫ κ−1. The displacement is counteracted by
cavity loss and leads to a steady state, which is a coherent
state with an amplitude 2η=κ and phase locked to the phase
of the driving field. None of the loss processes lead out of
this coherent excited state: (i) the cavity loss, together with
the driving strength, sets the amplitude and does not break
coherence; (ii) once the photon number is large enough,
the change of the atomic state does not matter because the
Jaynes-Cummings spectrum approaches a harmonic one
also in the manifolds of states jþ; ni and j−; ni, and the
phase is locked again to the phase of the drive η.
Just like in optical pumping, the total state of the system
is gradually pumped into this trapping state, a coherent
state of the resonator mode combined with a full mixture of
the atomic states. The bottleneck formed by the initial
two-photon transition and the weak j; 2i → jf; 0i cou-
pling increases only the time the system is pumped into this
trapping state. The three-level atom in a cavity with the
third level weakly coupled to the other two leads, thus, to a
steady-state bright transmission identical to that of a
resonantly driven empty cavity.
When the coupling g2 is increased to g1 ≲ g2, the atomic
state jfi mixes significantly with the other states jgi, jei.
The two atomic transitions coupled to the mode form a
spectrum that can be sufficiently anharmonic in the low-
excitation part, as shown in Fig. 2(b), so that the system is
blocked into the dim state up to high driving strengths at
resonant driving Δ ¼ 0,
Figure 3(a) presents a histogram of the calculated
transmitted field intensity as a function of g2 in the range
between the two limiting cases, g2 ¼ 0 and g1 ≲ g2. As
expected, small g2 gives rise to a full transmission of the
resonant driving power, and the photon number fluctuates
around the mean ha†ai ≈ ð2η=κÞ2 ¼ 700. Larger fluctua-
tions and the residual population in the low-photon states,
close to the origin g2 ≈ 0 of the plot, are merely a finite
simulation time effect. On the other hand, it is also
confirmed that the three-level atom with g2 > g1 switches
off the transmission; i.e., it recovers the photon blockade
for this drive strength. The histogram is prepared from the
ensemble of intensity values recorded at many randomly
chosen instants while the system is in steady state. The
numerical simulations are performed using the C++QED
framework [41,42], which solves the master equation
[Eq. (2)] by unraveling it into a set of Monte Carlo
wave-function trajectories. The photon mode basis is
truncated at the Fock state n ¼ 3600 and it takes several
weeks to generate a histogram at a single value of g2=g1 by
sampling a 0.5-ms-long trajectory at every μs.
The unexpected feature of the histogram in Fig. 3(a) is
the transition domain manifested by a bimodal distribution
of intensities. Experimentally, we are exactly in the center
of this transition regime with g2=g1 ≃
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. Figure 3(b)
presents measured vacuum Rabi spectra for different input
probe powers varied over 4 orders of magnitude where all 3
transmons are in resonance with the cavity mode. Here, Pin
refers to the input power at the cavity input and Pout refers
to the digitizer input at room temperature. At low input
powers corresponding to much less than a single intracavity
photon on average, we observe the well-known splitting of
the coupled multiqubit single-photon state [43]. The lack of
additional resonances validates that the system is initialized
in its quantum ground state rather than a thermal state [44].
At intermediate powers we observe a rich structure in the
transmission spectrum, which is determined by multiqubit
multiphoton transitions. The power broadening of the
multiphoton resonances can be observed. The situation
is even more complicated due to the additional transmon
levels which lead to an asymmetry of the observed spectra
[5,6]. More importantly, however, the frequency region
FIG. 2. (a) The spectrum of the coupled atom-cavity system if
the third atomic state jfi is only weakly coupled to the middle
one jei; that is, g2 ≪ g1. In (a), the j; ni denote the usual two-
level atom JC model dressed states which combine the states
jg; ni and je; n − 1i. (b) The spectrum of the coupled atom-cavity
system in the experiment is Δ1 ¼ 0, Δ2 ≃ EC=ℏ, and g2 ≃
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
g1.
In (b), the multiplets jf−; 0;þg; ni correspond to the eigenstates
of Eq. (1) in the manifold of a number of n excitations. δ
represents the mismatch of ω with respect to the transition
frequency between the states j0; 3i and j0; 4i, which is still an
order of magnitude larger than the linewidth for these inter-
mediate photon numbers.
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around the bare cavity frequency remains dim over a
large range of input powers. At a certain power, corre-
sponding to about n ∼ 500 intracavity photons, we observe
a sudden narrow transmission peak at the bare cavity
frequency. This transmission peak is observed to be
switching stochastically for a certain range of constant
input powers. At much higher input powers, the spectrum
resembles that of an empty cavity without atoms. This
transition to the classical regime has been studied in the
dispersive limit with coherent light where n ∼ 105 [30], as
well as in the resonant limit with broadband thermal
radiation [45].
In order to resolve the dynamics of the process leading to
the sharp transmission peak, we record the cavity trans-
mission at the bare cavity frequency for 60 different input
powers. In each case, we measure a single-shot real-time
record of both field quadratures and repeat these measure-
ments for one, two, and three transmons in resonance with
the cavity mode. Experimentally, the transmitted tone is
amplified with a commercial HEMT amplifier, down-
converted with an IQ mixer and digitized with a time
resolution of 40 ns for a total time of 1.6 ms. This
corresponds to a filter bandwidth of 25 MHz, much smaller
than the vacuum Rabi splitting and small enough to filter
out most low-lying and comparably low-power multipho-
ton transitions. The density plot shown in Fig. 3(c) shows
the likelihood to detect a particular output power as a
function of a large range of input powers, carefully mapping
out the transition from the dim to the bright multiphoton
phase of the system.
The measured histogram clearly shows an input power
region between 4.5 and 7.5 fW with two distinct solutions.
For smaller powers, we observe no transmission (photon
blockade), and for higher powers, the cavity transmission
scales linearly with the input power (empty cavity sol-
ution). The red line plot in Fig. 3(c) indicates the most
likely output power for this measurement and agrees very
well with the simulated results shown in black. The
simulation results are based on independently measured
sample parameters, see also Ref. [39], and provide a
calibration for the drive strength η shown on the top
horizontal axis of Fig. 3(c) and the mean intracavity photon
number ha†ai shown on the right-hand vertical axis. The
total attenuation of 86 dB agrees with our expectations
based on independent measurements and is sufficient to
protect the cavity from room-temperature thermal radiation.
The orange and green lines in Fig. 3(c) show the results of
the identical measurements with two and three atoms in
resonance with the cavity mode. The characteristic switch-
ing power is slightly shifted, but no other differences are
apparent between the single and multiatom case.
A full characterization of the steady state of the resonator
field can be given by the Husimi Q quasiprobability
distribution; see Fig. 4. For small drive strength the system
is in the photon-blockade regime and the Q function is that
of the vacuum state. Because of the added noise of the
amplifier chain, we expect that a convolution of the Q-
function vacuum state with a thermal state and a Gaussian
fit to the measured distribution [see Fig. 4(a)] yields an
added noise photon number of 28.1 as referenced to the
cavity output. This corresponds to a total system noise
FIG. 3. (a) Simulated histogram of the output intensity as a
function of the coupling constant g2 between the two excited
atomic states jei and jfi for η=ð2πÞ ¼ 6.4 MHz, with red
representing high probability and blue indicating zero proba-
blility. (b) Measured vacuum Rabi spectra for input powers from
Pin ¼ 0.44 × 10−18 W (blue) to 25 × 10−15 W (red) with all three
atoms in resonance with the cavity. Pin and Pout refer to the cavity
input power and digitizer input power, respectively. For better
visibility the shown spectra are offset by 1.6 nW from each other.
The sharp transmission peak shown in the inset appears stochas-
tically. In this particular measurement (orange line at 4.4 fW input
power), we observe only two frequency points with small but
finite switching probability and we sample over multiple switch-
ing events resulting in a certain mean detected power. At lower
drive power no transmission is observed (no switching). At
higher drive powers the transmission peak approaches the cavity
linewidth and scales linearly with input power (no switching
again). (c) Measured histogram of the detected power as a
function of the cavity input power for a single transmon (density
plot). The most likely photon numbers (line plots) are extracted
from this measurement (red) and two similar measurements taken
with 2 (orange) and 3 qubits (green) in resonance with the cavity
mode. Simulation results for the single qubit case are shown with
connected black symbols for comparison. The dashed line is for
reference and represents the response of the empty cavity with
ha†ai ¼ ð2η=κÞ2.
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temperature of 9.5 K, in line with our expectations due to
losses in the output line and the used amplifiers’ noise
figures.
Figures 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d) show the experimental
results for one, two, and three atoms in resonance,
respectively. The waterfall plots explicitly show the pho-
ton-blockade breaking transition indicated by the sudden
change of the Q-function peak position as the drive power
is increased from low (blue) to high drive strength (red).
The right-hand plots depict the entire Q function close to
the critical point, i.e., for the data sets marked by dashed
black lines on their left. In all three cases, the Q function
shows a clear bimodal structure with two solutions.
Because of the large intracavity photon number in the
bimodal switching regime of ∼500–700, we can clearly
resolve the double-peaked Q function demonstrating the
mixture of the vacuum state and the highly excited
state with a well-defined amplitude and phase. From the
better-resolvedQ function in the three-atom case compared
to the single- and two-atom cases, it appears that the phase
stability is improved for larger systems.
The observed (bi)stability can be maintained only for a
finite time and there is a substantial difference with respect
to the classical bistability. Within the quantum domain,
such as in the microscopic medium composed by a single
atom, the branches are not stable on macroscopic time
scales. Quantum fluctuations in a finite system lead to
diffusion such that the system can leave the robust semi-
classical attractors in a finite duration of time. This is
shown in Figs. 4(e)–4(g), which present the time evolution
of the system in steady state. The system flips between two
quasistationary solutions corresponding to the two compo-
nents of the bimodal Q function: the vacuum with an
undefined phase and an excited coherent state. The well-
resolved plateaus reveal that the dwell time in each of these
components is longer then the microscopic time scales
FIG. 4. (a) MeasuredQ function of the vacuum field for very low drive power η=ð2πÞ ¼ 1.4 MHz in the photon-blockade regime (left)
and Gaussian fit along the two field quadratures X and P. The fit reveals a thermal state due to the added amplifier noise with
nadd ¼ 28.1. (b) The waterfall plot shows line cuts of the measured Q functions, where X ¼ 0 as the drive strength is increased from
η=ð2πÞ ¼ 1.4 to 11 MHz for a single transmon in resonance with the cavity (left). A vertical offset of 0.05 between the line plots is used
for better visibility. The complete Q function for the critical drive strength η=ð2πÞ ¼ 7.1 MHz, which is indicated by the dashed black
line on the left. (c) The same measurement for transmons 1 and 2 in resonance and the critical drive strength η=ð2πÞ ¼ 6.8 MHz. (d) The
same for transmons 1, 2, and 3 in resonance and the critical drive strength η=ð2πÞ ¼ 7.7 MHz. (e)–(g) The real-time single-shot record
of the transmitted output field amplitude and phase for one (e), two (f), and three (g) atoms in resonance with the cavity.
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characteristic for equilibration. The typical time scale is
expected to depend on the system size and would increase
to infinity for a macroscopic system [46]. Experimentally,
we find a much longer characteristic switching time of
∼0.5 ms when all three transmons are tuned in resonance
with the microwave resonator, see Fig. 4(g), compared to
the time dynamics with only one [Fig. 4(e)] or two atoms
[Fig. 4(f)], where the typical switching time is on the order
of ∼0.1 ms. In all cases, the typical time scales exceed by
far the cavity and qubit coherence times of 0.1– 0.4 μs [39].
In summary, we study the nonequilibrium first-order
phase transition that takes place when a strongly driven
quantum systems breaks through the nonresonant, reflec-
tive phase into a transmissive excited one. We show both
theoretically and experimentally that the presence of an
additional near-resonant atomic level dramatically changes
the system dynamics and allows us to access the excited
phase. In a given range of driving strengths, the transition
gives rise to a mixture of the two phases, and the quantum
system is switching between the two corresponding states.
The increase of the dwell time as the size of the system is
enlarged, from one to three atoms in our experiment, is
observed, and points to the stabilization of the correspond-
ing phases in the classical limit.
Our results represent an important first step towards
exploring quantum criticality in the many-photon—high-
drive-power regime. A detailed understanding of quantum
phase transitions in circuit QED [47,48] could play an
important role for the controlled simulation and stabiliza-
tion of peculiar phases of finite-size open quantum systems.
In the future, one could study entanglement [49] and the
details of the time dynamics using autocorrelation mea-
surements [11]. With better qubit coherence times and
quantum-limited amplifiers, phase multistability [50] and
squeezing [51] may be realizable. Another potential direc-
tion is the application as an ultralow energy classical set
reset flip-flop memory for ultralow power signal processing
in photonics [52] or classical front-end processing for
quantum computers [53].
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